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A Multi-Purpose Vehicle Test Instrument with
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Abstract—In the course of many vehicle road and reconstruction tests, the authors found that no single
diagnostic or test suite combined their needs for high intuitive graphic visibility while presenting
simultaneous data from both CAN networks and analog sensors. This paper describes how they achieved
that new test instrument by using two custom Python scripts to combine the desired parts of existing and
cost effective test interfaces to create a new test instrument. The resulting new test instrument implements
a test data acquisition and recording package that, in operational road tests, accident reconstructions, and
laboratory component tests, acquires and records CAN network and analog sensor data while
simultaneously presenting a highly readable and scaled graphical interface to the test operator. The new
test instrument was designed to utilize any of several very cost effective USB or PCI CAN and analog
interfaces and handles both 11 and 29 bit ID CAN data. It also, in addition to logging raw CAN and scaled
parameter data, incorporates a playback feature to review in real time, prior recorded CAN logs from several
source formats including Bosch Busmaster®, Intrepid Control Systems®, and Kvaser® as well as its own
native format.
Index Terms— accident reconstruction, CAN data, circular buffer, data acquisition, on-road testing, graphic
data monitor, graphic data tools, real time test data

I.
INTRODUCTION
Beginning approximately 30 years ago, road vehicle on-board systems have progressively evolved towards
an electronic/microcontroller focused technology. This applies to passenger vehicles, light trucks, heavy trucks, offroad equipment, motorcycles, recreational vehicles, and other equipment. A large part of the benefits of this
technology is the inherent capabilities of the various control systems to communicate with each other to provide a
more highly efficient, sophisticated and safer vehicle product for the user.
This progression actually started in the early 1980’s, when various governmental regulations requiring more
precise control of exhaust and evaporative emissions and safety systems became increasingly stringent for the motor
vehicle industry. The industry, after considering ways to address this with legacy mechanical controls, soon adopted
electronic controls as the obvious and most cost-effective way of meeting these increasingly stringent regulations. A
dividend of this decision was that versions of similar-function systems could be very easily personalized, via
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software changes, for various platforms in a very cost effective manner, and this also facilitated easily increased
functionality for upscale models at almost no incremental cost to the manufacturer.
A part of this new methodology was, and is, the requirement for enhanced and high speed communications
between the various on-board electronic control modules installed in any particular vehicle. This inter-system
communications facility, starting out with comparatively slow unipolar serial data, soon evolved into higher speed
bipolar balanced-line communications, and ultimately in a Controller Area Network (CAN) regime. There are
several manufacturer-specific variations for these CAN networks. With the proliferation of communications
dependencies, many manufacturers’ vehicles actually contain two or more separate CAN networks, usually
interconnected by a ‘gateway’ which provides inter-CAN communication and central diagnostic access to functional
modules on the various networks. In other designs, some manufacturers provide a central bus interconnect
connection bridge (pluggable bridge terminal cap), which can be opened to allow isolated CAN access to individual
functional modules (vehicle subsystem controllers).
An overview of typical current era vehicle controller applications and communication interconnections is
shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1.

An overview of typical current era vehicle controller applications and CAN communication interconnections.

Vehicle System Diagnostics and Dynamic Functional Performance
When all controllers and communications paths are working correctly, the new technology is an enhanced
next generation vehicle technology. When there is an interruption in such correct operations, there can be inefficient
operations and, at worst case, safety-related malfunction conditions. When such safety-related malfunction
conditions result in damage consequences, system function operations, failure modes and their effects must be
thoroughly investigated. Such investigations necessarily include individual controller performance, communications
between controllers and external factors monitored by the increasingly sophisticated Event Data Recorders (EDRs).
Additionally, distributed diagnostic routines, and electronically stored information can add greatly to knowledge of a
particular event. The essence of this assignment was to create a test data recorder that, in operational road tests and
accident reconstructions, recorded individual controller performance, communications between controllers and
external operational and environmental factors. An additional and mandatory requirement of this test system was
that it presents an easily readable, scaled graphical feedback interface to the test operator as he or she is conducting
those vehicle road tests or accident reconstructions. The balance of this paper describes our choices of test system
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components and incorporated test system function that allowed us to achieve the required, and highly customizable,
test system.
IV Test System Requirements
We knew that our objective was to create a test data recorder that, in operational road tests and accident
reconstructions, recorded individual controller performance, communications between controllers and external
factors, while presenting an easily readable, scaled graphical feedback interface to the test operator. These
requirements can be summarized as follows:
The data requirement was relatively slow [20 data words/sec] when compared to recording system outputs
such as for airbag controllers [recording responses 1000 – 8000 sample words/sec].
We needed a very customizable and flexible graphics monitor that allowed various sized monitor panels with
multiple parameters shown in an operator intuitively recognizable analog fashion. Additionally, the graphics monitor
had to present database-scaled parameters in intuitive and easily understood engineering units.
We needed a system that was easily replicated for many installations at multiple geographic locations. Also,
in achieving this, we had to handle the following classes of data inputs, outputs and records – as required for
individual and varying test cases.


Vehicle-based analog data input via simply installed USB A/D modules



Vehicle-based CAN data parameter input in 11-bit and 29-bit formats.



Instrumentation-based CAN data parameter input in 11-bit and 29-bit formats.



Instrumentation-based analog input data via simply installed USB A/D modules.



Graphics monitor which presented parameters in easily understood intuitive-scaled-graphics engineering units –
to be used during vehicle road test and reconstruction operations.



Recordation of graphics-presented parameters into csv files for easy import into spreadsheet analysis modules.



Vehicle CAN data stream logging.



CAN data stream log playback with database scaling and graphical presentation.

Given these ensemble requirements, we considered and reviewed references directly related to data
acquisition systems in various vehicles. These included Katzouraksi [1], Coetsier [2], Moody [3], Bergeron [4], Kahn
[5], Barickman [6] and Andria [7].
We also considered references related to analysis of other vehicle systems, but which included data
acquisition as an ancillary tool for providing data to facilitate those analyses. These included Diacon [8], Mueller
[9], Siebert [10] and Sergers [11].
While there were high points in the references, none of these presented an accomplished solution that directly
satisfied our ensemble multi-purpose test instrument requirements. So, we considered using pieces of test
instrumentation tools already known to us. The first such tool was Intrepid Control Systems (ICS)™ interfaces and
Vehicle Spy 3.xxx™. That was because, for a long time period we had been using Vehicle Spy 3.xxx for CAN data
reverse engineering and for CAN message/signal empirical translation and we found it to be clearly superior for those
tasks. We also implemented several examples where we tried to adapt analog and digital inputs to the ICS CAN
interfaces and we endeavored to use the VS3.xxx internal graphics function as an intuitive operator monitor.
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Although we accomplished much of that function (with several original external circuits), that work product fell
short of the stated requirements of our ensemble CAN/Analog/digital data acquisition, with intuitive scaled graphic
output, as required for our multi-purpose test instrument. Thus, we considered other options.
After conducting many system trials, and finding the Measurement Computing Corp ™ (MCC)
DASYLab™ [12] graphics display facility superior to all others studied, we chose DASYLab as our host system
[13], and then made other choices for data interface devices. Although the DASYLab graphics facility was superior
for us, the available DASYLab CAN interface, using Vector ™ CAN interfaces, did not handle 29-bit and J1939
inputs (a DASYLab driver problem), and those interfaces were too expensive for our multiple deployments. So, our
net choices were as follows:


Vehicle analog data input via Measurement Computing Corp USB A/D modules. We found these MCC A/D

modules to be easily implemented and very cost effective, again considering our multiple deployments.


CAN input via the Kvaser™ family of CAN interfaces. We chose these because the Kvaser USB and PCI
CAN interfaces were abundantly available from many sources, were cost-effective, and all Kvaser interfaces
handled 11-bit and 29-bit CAN modes, including J1939 messages. Additionally, Kvaser offered a publicly
available and straightforward *.dbc database editor and a publicly available basic CAN data monitor
(CAN_King), which would allow quick and straightforward testing of incremental *.dbc databases.
Additionally, the Kvaser *.dbc database editor, an easy to use and intuitive tool, allowed straightforward
merging of our many incremental and separately developed *.dbc databases.



Integration of our CAN interface to DASYLab Graphics via a custom script. That was because there was no
existing DASYLab to Kvaser CAN interface drivers, and there were no immediate plans for MCC DASYLab
to implement such a driver.

Facing this, and not taking ‘no’ for an answer, we asked for and received extended help and assistance from
both MCC DASYLab Support and Kvaser Support to try to surmount this obstacle. After many dead ends, we
finally achieved this interface using DASYLab’s script interface, Kvaser’s API & SDK, and our own custom Python
scripts. Our interface appears to function about as effectively as MCC DASYLab’s Vector interface, and its log-fileplayback capability offers a new function. The balance of our development story is outlined below.
Our instrumentation-based CAN data interface accepts 11-bit and 29-bit formats, and this includes full J1939
CAN IDs.
Early on, we were tasked to record GPS data along with our vehicle CAN/analog data. Later we were also
tasked to record temperature inputs (via Thermocouple measurement), force, and accelerometer inputs. Also desired
were on-screen Video panels. We first found a very cost effective American Engine Management (AEM) ™ GPS
module (which also presented speed, altitude, etc., in US units) and output the results as 29bit 500Kbps CAN
messages. Later we also found an AEM 8 channel K-Thermocouple module and an AEM A/D module, all outputting
their results in 500Kbps, 29bit ID, CAN messages. We thus had an instrumentation-CAN subsystem which, when
combined with our DASYLab graphics module, provided a very usable and easily understandable test instrument.
Additional to the AEM CAN-based A/D modules, our instrumentation easily accepts analog input via MCC
DASYLab-compatible USB A/D modules. This is shown in our complete BBD, discussed below.
Our graphics monitor, which presents scaled parameters in easily understood engineering units for both CAN
and analog data inputs, is achieved using MCC DASYLab Graphics, which operates on a host computer [laptop or
desktop]. This allows presentation of the graphics panel on [1920 x 1080 +] displays ranging from 15” to 65” as
befitting the test environment.
We use a standard parameter-file-save feature of DASYLab to record our graphics-presented scaled
engineering parameters in *.csv files with machine-time notations per data word. This allows for easy import into
spreadsheets for post test analysis.
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We also incorporate vehicle CAN raw data stream logging using our and Kvaser interfaces and custom
Python script. Because, by definition, we had to be reading all pertinent CAN traffic to accomplish the above
instrument function, it was a relatively straightforward extension to record a CAN log for the Kvaser interfaces we
were using. Our CAN log function is implemented, so that it starts and stops with the DASYLab instrument and
presents an on-screen monitor status window to show the operator, when the CAN bus log is active.
Complementing our CAN data stream logging function, we incorporate a log playback function. Our
DASYLAb custom script function block offers the option to ‘play’ a saved CAN log file as if it were real data – and
view that data on the same graphics panel, as when it was first recorded. The playback is in the same real time as
when the data was originally recorded. And, from that logged-file playback, we can record new scaled-parameter csv
log files if desired.
Complementing our internal-format CAN log playback function, our CAN log playback function also
includes formatters to playback external CAN logs created with Bosch Busmaster™ (*.log), Kvaser CANKing™
(*.txt) and Intrepid Vehicle Spy™ (*.asc) loggers [14]. On playback, the raw CAN data from these external logged
files are transmitted to our custom DASYLab script module, which then outputs arithmetic values to the balance of
the worksheet for translation to engineering parameters and for display with DASYLab graphical screen outputs.
Additionally, our external-file logged playback function also allows playback synchronization to the logged file
recorded clock, so that the presented data appears as if it were live data in real time. And, as above, from that logged
file playback, we can record new scaled parameter csv log files, if desired.
The implementation of these multi-sourced CAN-log-replay parameter monitors greatly facilitates the value of our
vehicle test monitor tool.
Implementation and Detail Function of Our Vehicle Test-Instrument
MCC Incorporates a Python Scripting Module in its ‘FULL’ version of DASYLab. Once debugged and
operating [in the Full version] those custom Python scripts, and graphics data presentation, will operate even in Basic
and Lite (lesser) versions of DASYLab. This facilitates our ‘multiple-deployment’ requirement.
For our CAN interface development purposes, we created an example test BBD which incorporates
A2207GPS, A2212AD22 or A2226AD6, A2224TC8 [15], and a GM Steering Angle Sensor [16]. All of these
devices incorporate an autonomous 11bit or 29bit CAN message outputs. Additionally, our test instrument includes
an ECU2000 OBD message simulator (which requires a standard OBD Mode 1 PID request before it transmits any
data). Lastly we added a standard DASYLab USB-201 A/D interface (to two analog sensors) to confirm our
complete system. It is our practice to develop a most complex version of our test instrument, and then allow
application-specific versions by subtractive personalization of that most complex version.
A schematic overview of the instrumentation-CAN portion of our test-breadboard topology is shown in
Figure 2 and an actual breadboard (BBD) [17] is shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 2.

Schematic overview of our example test instrument showing instrumentation-CAN connections for various components

Figure 3.

An actual breadboard (BBD). (There are three at present, each customized for specific test applications)

Our Kvaser-DASYLab interface incorporates two Python scripts and a RAM-Drive circular buffer .


Script 1 imports data from the Kvaser API and writes full log on the SSD and circular buffer text files on the
RAM-Drive.
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Script 2, incorporated in the DASYLab script module, reads the circular buffer files for real time data logging
and for an optional replay function.

The socket is not used for data transfer, but is used to communicate when the DASYLab instrument
(worksheet) starts and stops an active test mode.. This starts and stops the full log file write.
Data is read from a circular buffer as implemented on a RAM drive created by ImDisk™ (i.e., the three
individual ‘waterfall’ files forming a circular buffer).
In the active test mode, we are always reading from the last saved and closed file, and when that is finished,
moving on to the next file in the circle, which by definition and timing, is then closed as the Kvaser script is writing
into the next successive RAM-Drive file. Each temporary log file in the buffer contains 0.05 seconds of CAN
messages. The DASYLab sampling rate is also set to 20 Hz to match the Kvaser waterfall buffer script to avoid
inconsistencies in the continuous analog parameter display. A schematic representation of the instrument operational
data flow and the waterfall circular RAM-Drive buffer is shown in Figure 4, and screenshots of the circular bufferready and buffer-running are shown in Figure 5.

Figure 4. Schematic representation of the instrument operational data flow, including the waterfall circular buffer in RAM-Drive.

In normal operation, our custom DASYLab script module implements a CAN-input function to accept data
from a specific source (the waterfall files in RAMDrive) and then formats that data to allow use by DASYLab
standard symbolic mathematical/logical/display/storage operations within a DASYLab worksheet. It accepts data in
both 11bit ID and 29bit ID formats, including J1939 formats.
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Examples of the circular buffer operations, also showing the always visible CAN Log ON/OFF messages.

All DASYLab scripts have the same basic structure. The script module can edit three classes, info, pvar, and
pscript. The info class initializes DASYLab user settings in the Module and Channel Pages as shown in Figures 6, 7
and 8. In the DASYLab Script Module, the ‘pvar class’ is used for temporary variables within the program. Our
program uses this class for imported packages. The DASYLab Script Module ‘pscript class’ is the main program, as
it outputs data to the balance of the DASYLab worksheet [18] and configures the Script Module options.
Figure 6 shows the custom script Module Page with selection options for a live datastream from Z drive
Circular Buffer (versus replay of a stored CAN log file). Also shown is the (checked) option to ‘Send Start Signal’
which automatically starts the full CAN log and its concurrent log-status notice on the monitor screen (as shown in
Figure 5).
Figure 7 shows the custom script Channel Page with selection of a Signed Integer format for the signal bytes
to be identified in Figure 8
Figure 8 shows the custom script Channel Page with selection of a Motorola format Signed Integer signal for
the two bytes in message ID $BA00, starting at byte 1. This is the setup for monitoring Thermocouple 1 from an
AEM 30-2224 CAN interface. The custom DASYLab Python script module allows complete flexibility for each of
its 16 input/formatter positions, and, as shown in Figure 9, when more than 16 CAN input signals are needed,
multiple simultaneous CAN input modules have been tested and used.
Figure 9 shows our Test Demo DASYLab worksheet which incorporates our custom Python script module
and processes the output arithmetic data to the intuitive scaled-graphic-interface. Note that the DASYLab Python
script module is typically placed in a left position, ready for placement of any subsequent scaling or math operations
to its right.
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Figure 6. The custom script Module Page showing selection for a live datastream from Z drive Circular Buffer (versus replay of a stored
CAN log file). Also shown is the (checked) option to ‘Send Start Signal’ which automatically starts the full CAN log and its concurrent logstatus notice on the monitor screen (as shown in Figure 5).

Figure 7.

The custom script Channel Page showing selection of a Signed Integer format for the signal bytes to be identified in Figure 8
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Figure 8. The custom script Channel Page showing selection of a Motorola format Signed Integer signal for the two bytes in message ID
$BA00, starting at byte 1. This is the setup for monitoring thermocouple 1 from an AEM 30-2224 CAN interface. The custom DASYLab
Python script module allows complete flexibility for each of its 16 input/formatter positions, and, as shown in Figure 9, when more than 16
CAN input signals are needed, multiple simultaneous CAN input modules have been tested and used.

Figure 9. Our example DASYLab test Demo worksheet, using our Python interface and our custom DASYLab script module. Note that we
are using two custom script Kvaser CAN input modules and an MCC USB-201 A/D input module.
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Within the pscript class, DASYLab provides methods and a set of actions executed when called for various
events. For example, DASYLab provides methods to output data to the channels, execute commands at the start and
stop of the experiment, etc. At the initiation of any test instrument, our ASA module will open a socket connected to
the ASA Kvaser script and send a start or stop signal to the waterfall log (See log-status notice on the monitor screen
shown in Figure 5).
Our pscript module parses the buffer files by line and stores the CAN messages in an array. Based upon the
settings the user specified in the Module and Channel pages, our program will convert the data from raw CAN format
to specified-arithmetic-format values. Currently, we convert hexadecimal data into unsigned and signed bytes,
unsigned and signed integers, floats, and doubles. After parsing every line in the current buffer file, our module
opens the next buffer file and processes the data.
Our logging function is enabled by toggling the “Replay” option. It uses DASYLab’s Python script function
and incorporates many of the features of the existing DASYLab Vector™ and IXXAT™ CAN interface modules. It
also adds an additional feature which allows the selection of a logged CAN file for real time playback. The source
logged CAN file can be in any one of several formats including Bosch Busmaster™ (*.log), Kvaser CANKing™
(*.txt) and Intrepid Vehicle Spy™ (*.asc) and our internal wf-log format. An example custom script module setup
for logged file playback for an example Bosch Busmaster™ (*.log) is shown in Figure 10. Also shown is an excerpt
of a Busmaster log.

Figure 10. An import-data panel – shown for a Bosch Busmaster™ (*.log) showing the ASA custom DASYLab Python script module. Note
that the DASYLab Python script module is typically placed in a left position, ready for placement of any subsequent scaling or math operations
to its right. Also shown is an excerpt of a Busmaster log.
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Prior to outputting data to the DASYLab worksheet arithmetic and scaling modules, our custom script
module parses the given CAN telegram signals (sub-bytes of the full n-Byte Data Message) into arithmetic values.
Additionally, using the playback file’s timestamps, our module will group the messages by every tenth of a second,
as well as reformatting the CAN messages to suit our logging program. By creating a dictionary with timestamps
and messages, we increase the efficiency of accessing our data because of Python’s internal hashing methodology.
This optimized data structure was necessary for achieving a smooth “real-time” playback.
The initial parsing is essential for accurate playback. A simple read through of the log file would result in a
faster playback than the time elapsed for the recorded data. By grouping the messages by every tenth of a second,
our program ensures an accurate replay by checking a tenth of a second has passed before displaying the next group
of CAN messages. Through multiple trials, we concluded that this provided the smoothest replay of the data.
The ASA Kvaser-DASYLab CAN hardware BBD consists of a platform on which the various sensors and/or
parameter-generating devices used in our illustrations are integrated. Aside from physical mounting, the integration
generally consists of power control and instrumentation-CAN bus interconnection terminal blocks. Table 1
documents the CAN message identifications used to obtain specific signals from that BBD that are then used for
appropriate processing into engineering parameters. Specifically, the hexadecimal message IDs, as shown, are used
in our custom DASYLab Python Script module to filter and forward each specific signal to its successive worksheet
formulation, in order to achieve appropriate engineering parameter values for that signal. An example
instrumentation-CAN wf-log excerpt, showing these messages, is shown in Figure 11.

Mfr
GM
OBD-II
AEM
AEM
AEM

Device Descript
Steering Angle
Sensor
Mode 1 PIDs
30-2226 6A/D
30-2226 6A/D
30-2224 8TC

AEM

30-2224 8TC

AEM
AEM

30-2207 GPS
30-2207 GPS

AEM

30-2207 GPS

MCC
MCC

USB-201
USB-201

Signals
16 bit, signed

Hex Msg ID
$1E5

Parameter
Steering Angle

Multiplex
A/D 1-4 16bit
A/D 5-8 16 bit
TC 1–4, 16 bit,
signed
TC 5–8, 16 bit,
signed
Lat, Long 32 bit, float
Speed, Alt, Bearing,
Satellites In Use
Year, Month,
Day, hour, min, sec
Liftgate Height
Liftgate Inclination

$7E8
$B600x
$B601x
$BA00x

OBD-II Engine RPM, etc.
Brake Force, RTD Temp
Tach, Fuel,
4 TC Temperatures

$BA01x

4 TC Temperatures

$A0000x
$A0001x

GPS Latitude, Longitude
GPS Speed, Alt, Bearing,
Satellites in Use
GPS Year, Month,
Day, hour, min, sec
Linpot, 200 mm, 9.5V
Accelerom, 1G, ± 5Deg

$A0002x
USB
USB

Table 1. Example messages and signals in our demonstration breadboard (BBD). The ‘x’ suffix appended to a
message ID indicates a 29 bit ID mode.
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Figure 11. An example instrumentation-CAN wf-log excerpt (our internal log format), showing the message IDs identified in Table 1. The
wf-log files are automatically recorded every time the DASYLab worksheet is started. Additionally, the wf-log files are serialized with date
and time to avoid any data loss (e.g., full_log-10-9-2019_20.36.44.627075.txt).

Because our instrumentation-CAN messages are exclusively 29 bit ID, and most passenger-vehicle-CAN
traffic we have thus far encountered is 11 bit ID (e.g., the GM Steering Angle Sensor (SAS) with 11 bit message ID
$1E5), we have in many instances, combined vehicle-CAN messages with our instrumentation-CAN messages to
have single, unified, CAN interface. The GM Steering Angle Sensor (11 bit ID) in the Test Demo BBD is an
example of this
Figure 12 shows the ensemble operator screen resulting from the Test Demo worksheet. Note that the “CAN
LOG ON” message and a webcam image are also shown on the screen and they are incorporated into the video
record, when a full-screen-capture application is used.
Figure 13 shows the close-up of the various CAN-derived parameter windows as the ensemble Test
BBD/DASYLab worksheet/custom CAN interface was operating at Reston, VA (Note GPS coordinates for ASA,
Reston, VA). Most of the various non-null parameters are derived from thermal, force, angle and analog values as
translated into CAN values, transmitted via the Kvaser interface, assimilated into the DASYLab Script module,
scaled via DASYLab worksheet mathematics functions and displayed as analog meter values.
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Figure 12. The ensemble operator screen resulting from the Demo Instrument (worksheet) in Figure 9. Note that the “CAN LOG ON”
message and a webcam image are also shown on the screen and they are incorporated into the video record, when a full-screen-capture
application is used. We use Corel Screen Capture® to actually capture timed video of many tests.

Figure 14 shows that we are also viewing two analog values for a demonstrative model truck liftgate
inclination angle and depth below the truck bed, as derived from analog sensors and incorporated into our worksheet
via a simultaneously running MCC USB-201 input module. These were also scaled and translated via DASYLab
worksheet mathematics functions and displayed as analog meter values. Note that we used a 1 G Accelerometer to
determine liftgate inclination angle (slope), and by using standard DASYLab worksheet modules, we were able to
include a 4th Order Bessel filter @ 1Hz to properly filter extraneous vibrations from our very sensitive acceleration
signal.
Figure 15 shows the BBD of Figure 3, and more specifically, close-ups of some of the various individual
CAN-communicating (AEM-interface) components on our instrumentation-CAN bus.
SUMMARY
In summary, the clear and easily assimilated scaled-analog values, which we present, allow the test operator to make
continuing test mode decisions on the fly, with minimal cognitive distraction. This enhances safety for a test operator
– who may be simultaneously operating a motor vehicle or motorcycle in a road or reconstruction test mode. Thus,
our fundamental goals were accomplished and demonstrated.
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Figure 13. Close-ups of the various parameter windows as the Test BBD, the test DASYLab instrument and the custom CAN interface were
operating at Reston, VA. These are various non-null parameters derived from thermal, force and analog values as translated into CAN values,
transmitted via the Kvaser interface, assimilated into the DASYLab Script module, scaled via DASYLab mathematics functions, and displayed
as analog meter values. The analog meter values allow fast and unambiguous recognition by the test or reconstruction operator – who may be
simultaneously operating a motor vehicle or motorcycle. The GPS data was recorded at ASA, Reston, VA.
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Figure 14. Close-ups of the MCC USB-201 A/D parameters shown simultaneously with the CAN interface parameters. These specific
parameters are reporting, for a Demonstrative Model, a truck liftgate distance below truck bed, and liftgate inclination angle as the liftgate is
lowered. Note that we used a 1G Accelerometer to determine liftgate inclination angle (slope), and by using DASYLab to implement our
scaling and display, we were able to include a 4th Order Bessel filter to properly filter extraneous vibrations from our acceleration signal.
Also shown here is the USB-201 worksheet excerpt.
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Figure 15. The BBD of Figure 3, and more specifically, close-ups of the various individual CAN-communicating components monitored on the
BBD instrumentation-CAN bus.
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